**Abstract**

**Background:** Definition of clinical differences between unipolar and bipolar depression is the crucial issue of contemporary psychiatry. There are no biological markers nowadays for early detection of bipolar disorder. At the same time, there are studies, stating that 25 to 50% of patients initially diagnosed with major depressive disorder were reassessed in following years as suffering from bipolar depression (Angst J et al, 2005; Goldberg J F et al, 2001). Misdiagnosis can lead to ineffective treatment and clinical complications. Early recognition and adequate treatment of patients with bipolar depression may reduce disability and improve long-term outcomes (Nasrallah H.A., 2015) <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26528666>

**Objective:** to find differences between unipolar and bipolar depression at the early stage of illness.

**Methods:** 43 patients (26 female, 17 male; age range: 18--50 years, mean 31,5±8,3) with depressive disorder according to DSM-V criteria (296.22 \[F32.1-ICD-10\], 296.23 \[F32.2\] were examined. A follow-up and retrospective clinical study in combination with self-report method (The Mood Disorder Questionnaire, Hirschfeld RMA et al, 2000) were used.

**Results:** The study found that all of the patients reported depression throughout the first episode. Simultaneously, all were initially diagnosed as suffering from unipolar depression. During 5--7 year follow-up observation (mean 6,6±1,2) the recurrent depressive disorder diagnosis was changed to bipolar depression (bipolar II disorder: 296,89-DSM-V; F31.8 -ICD-10) in all of the 43 patients. MDQ revealed at least 1 hypomanic episode in anamnesis of 27 patients (62,8%) of the whole group. There weren\'t either any manic episodes or any psychotic symptoms diagnosed during the observation period.

**Conclusions:** Accurate retrpospective analysis of all anamnestic data with follow-up observations and self-report screening, such as MDQ, facilitate timely recognition of the beginning of bipolar disorder.
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